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. , METAL FABRICATION 

Norval A. Keith, East Alton, IlL, assignor to Olin 
Mathieson Chemical Corporation, a corporation of 
Virginia 

Filed Dec. 11, 1961, Ser. No. 158,612 
17 Claims. (Cl. 29-1575) 

This invention relates to a hollow sheet metal article 
and more particularly to a method of manufacturing 
hollow articles, such as heat exchangers and the like, of 
‘sheet metal having integral ?ns extending externally 
therefrom. 

; In the manufacture, of hollow articles such as refriger 
ator panels, condensers and the like, of sheet metal, it is 
desirablethat such structures be provided'with external 
?ns for, facilitating the transmission or dissipation of 
heat.‘ Heretofore, such heat transfer ?ns were usually 
brazed or soldered on the structure posing a di?icult 
manufacturing problem particularly where the article is 
a ?at or oblong sheet metal thin walled tubing. This 
involves not only a complicated and time consuming op 

' eration, but in addition is an expensive procedure which 
frequently fails to result in a rigid and vetlicient joint be 
tween the elements. Such a procedure or operation is 
further complicated by the need for making good contact 
between ‘the tube sheet and the ?ns for proper heat con 
duction as well as securely assembling the parts. De 
spite precautions taken for the efficiency and operation 
of the resultant product, the brazed or soldered joint is 
nevertheless of reduced heat exchange e?iciency for lack 
of unimpeded heat transfer through the joint. 

Accordingly, it is an object of this invention to provide 
a novel process for the manufacture of ?nned heat ex 
changers eliminating disadvantages of the prior art. 

Another object of this invention is to provide a novel 
method for the manufacture of a heat exchanger having 
an extended heat transfer surface. 

‘ Still another object of this invention is to provide a 
novel method for the manufacture of thin walled rela 
tively ?at metal tube sheets having a plurality of integral 
?ns projecting from an external surface of the tube sheet. 
A further object of this invention is to provide a novel 

method for increasing the heat transfer surface of sheet 
metal type heat exchangers. 

It is also an object of this invention to provide a 
novel method for the preparation of a simple, low-cost 
but improved heat exchanger. 
A still further object of this invention is to provide 

a novel method for the preparation of a thin Walled 
relatively ?at sheet metal heat exchanger having a plu 
irality of projecting integral ?ns and having improved 
heat transfer efficiency. 
~' A still further object of this invention is to provide a 
novel method adapted to high speed mass production 
of ?nned sheet metal heat exchangers. 

Other objects and advantages of this invention will 
become more apparent from the following description 
and drawings in which: 
FIGURE 1 is a perspective view illustrating a portion 

of a heat exchanger construction from which the ?nished 
units of this invention may be fabricated; 
‘,VFIGURE 1A is a perspective view illustrating a re 
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lined modi?cation of the embodiment of this invention 
illustrated in FIGURE 1; 
FIGURE, 2 is a partial sectional view in perspective 

illustrating a sheet metal heat exchanger in conjunction 
with metal forming tools adapted for treating the illus 
trated heat exchanger in accordance with this invention; 
FIGURE 3 is a partial sectional view in perspective 

illustrating an intermediate phase in the method of this 
invention; 
‘ FIGURE 4 is a partial sectional view in perspective 
illustrating, an intermediate phase of the method of this 
invention subsequent to that shown in FIGURE 3; 
FIGURE 5 is a partial sectional view in perspective 

illustrating an intermediate phase of the method of this 
invention subsequent to that shown in FIGURE 4; 
\ FIGURE 6 is a partial sectional view in perspective of 
a sheet metal heat exchanger obtained in accordance with 
the method of this invention; 
FIGURE 7 is a cross-sectional view taken along lines 

' VII—VII of FIGURE 6; 
FIGURE 8 is a cross-sectional view taken along lines 

VIII-VIII of FIGURE 7; ‘_ 
FIGURE 9 is a partial sectional view in perspective 

illustrating another embodiment of this invention; 
FIGURE 10 is a partial sectional view in perspective 

illustrating a still further embodiment of this invention; 
FIGURE 11 is a sectional view in elevation of still 

another embodiment of this invention; ' 
FIGURE 12 is a cross-sectional view in elevation of 

a ?nned sheet metal heat exchanger treated in accordance 
with the embodiment of FIGURE 11; 
FIGURE 13 is a cross-sectional view of a sheet metal 

heat exchanger adapted for treatment in accordance with 
still another embodiment of this invention; 
FIGURE 14 is a cross-sectional view of a sheet metal 

heat exchanger illustrating an intermediate phase in the 
treatment of the heat exchanger of FIGURE 13 in ac 
cordance with this invention; and 
FIGURE '15 is a cross-sectional view in elevation of 

a sheet metal heat exchanger processed in accordance 
with the last said embodiment of this invention. 

Referring to the drawings, a typical heat exchanger 
adapted for processing in accordance with this invention 
is indicated by the numeral 1, in FIGURE 1, and com 
prises a substantially solid sheet of metal having extend 
ing internally thereto a plurality of ?uid passages or 
conduits 2 separated by substantially solid web sections 
3 bounding tubes 2 so as to adapt them for containment 
of a ?uid. Brie?y, one method for fabricating the heat 
exchanger 1 is disclosed in U.S. Letters Patent No. 
2,690,002, granted to Grenell on September 28, 1954. 
This method, as fully disclosed in the aforesaid patent, 
comprises the application of a pattern of weld inhibiting 
or stop-weld material to a clean surface of a sheet of 
metal. A clean surface of a second sheet of metal is 
superimposed on the ?rst said surface and the two sheets 
are secured together to prevent relative movement there 
between. Thereafter, the two sheets are welded together 
by hot rolling so that the adjacent areas of the sheets 
which are not separated by the stop-weld material be 
come uni?ed together. The hot rolling of the sheets 
results in reducing the thickness of the two sheets and 
elongating the resultant blank in a direction of rolling 



3 
while the width ‘of the resultant blank‘ remains substan; 
tially the same as the initial width of the sheets. F0llow-> 
ing the hot rolling operation, the resultant blank is usu-ir 
ally softened,,as by annealing, to make it more piable, 
and if desired it ‘may then,v be ‘cold rolled-to the ?nal 
gauge desired and again softened as by annealing. 7, The 
stop-weld material results in the retention of an unwelded ' 

' portion which extends internally within theinterio'r-Qofr 

4, 
I "sion in’ width of the body portion19, of punch 8, normal 

to die surfaces 14and 15 is such that vit will be spaced 
from each of die surfaces 14 and 15 an amount equal to 
the desired'thickness, of - thev ultimate'r?ns, desired. As 
shown in the drawing, thebody portion 19 is extended to 
the forward or nose portion 16 by, means of the tapered, 

, working portion>18 which, is provided with'rsuf?cienttslope 

the blank between its outer, surfaces." After softening ' 
the blank, the unjoined portion is expanded by injecting 
therein a ?uid pressure of su?icient magnitude to per- 
manently distend the blank in the areas ofrtheunwelded 
portion ' to ' for' mthe ‘desired . pattern {of '' passageways; 

However, it ,is to be understood that ,_other vmethods 
may also be employed in thej'm'anufacture of the sheet 
metal heat exchanger 1 illustrated’ in the drawings;v , For 
example, such a sheet metal heat‘ exchanger maybe 

10' 

to facilitate-the desired extrusion of the desired ?n ele 
ime'nts. As'regards the. length'cr dimension ofpunch'8, 
in. its body portion 19,=in»a direction parallel to die sur 

, faces14 and15, it may bepmade of any 'magnitude‘desired 
I provided it extrudes the struck tabalike portion to the 

made by the process disclosed'in ‘US. vLetters Patent f i 
No. 2,779,086, granted to'Rieppel-et. all/on January 29, 

Broadly, speaking, in accordance with one aspect ofthis 
invention, thel'heat exchanger 1_,“'of ‘FIGURE'hmay be '‘ 
formed ,int'o'a ?nned structure by applicationjofan ap 
propriate tool which exerts a force at anangle to the web 
section suf?'cient topierce the metal‘ in this tweb'section 
While simultaneously striking andssevering a tab-like pori; ' tion in projecti'on‘from the panel, followed by drawing ~ 

20 

corresponding length of the ?n element formed. . 
In- Operation; whenthe‘punch 8 isljlowered, the cutting 

edge '17 ofnose portion16, forces-the abutted portion" of 
7 web section 3, downwardly into space¢13 between die sur 
faces 14 and 15 until the nose portion bulges‘the abutted 
portion ofthe‘ ‘section a to a’ su?icient ‘depth at which 
point the cutting edge’17, of punch £8,"splits the abutted 
web section along ashearlinep20 ,wherebya tab-like por 

, tion'is struck,’ and severed ?rom the panel 1 toproject 
downwardly. therefrom, vAs ‘the movement of‘, punch ‘.8 

' continues downwardly, its tapered'porti'on 18‘ enters and 

25 

vthis tab-like portion'suf?ciently to both thin ‘it and to elon-J , ' 
gate it in a directionof its projection from the ‘panel. I 

In accordance with another aspect ‘of this invention the 30 
panel-1 may be fabricated intor'a‘?n' structure by'appro- J _ 
priately slitting the web'section 3 towde?ne a tab-likelpor 
tion therein. For example, the slitting may take the shape, 

extends’ through the‘ vopening’vfo'rm‘ed: by the severed'_por_ 
,tionyof webisection3. - e As (tapered portion 18', ofpunch 
'8; continues in itsltravel’ through; the web "section 3, it, 
drawsor' (“items out” the‘ tab-likefportions >21 _ and 22 to 
thin‘ and elongate them in the direction of their'rprojection 
>yfr'om?panelrfl to‘ the extendedlen‘gth, desired. As a result 
‘of the travel of, the'punch81through the web section v3‘; 
of panel‘Lj-the initially struck outland'se'vered tab por 

3 ,tions are formed“intowthedesired ‘?n elementsZS and ‘24' 

ofia C-shapedline of cut 4, or the piercing may take the. ~ 
form'_ of a pluralitycf cutsshown on panel, 1" adjacentto, 
the -G-'shaped; cutt4 and;which ‘may comprisea'pair of 
parallel cuts 5 and 6 andfjja perpendicular cutl7 between 
andf'iiitergconnecting cuts_'_5 and G'int'e'rmediate theirjends; 

.735 
,_ 'inga ?n 'matrixwhich is partiallyv severed from webysec'g‘ 
' tion 3,;beingbentalonga fold line in the web section ‘so, 

In‘ any event,f'o‘ne or pmoreptab-like portions 21 and 22 will '2 
be formedr whichfmay "then be ' conveniently bent} out-Iof 

jecting'tab-like‘i portions 21.and 22 may beidrawn'su?i 

"40 
and into an angle with the panel. Thereafter, these pro-j’ 

ciently to thinand elongat'e'theminthe ‘direction of their . 
projectionifrorn the panel, as best illustrated --in,FI‘G-A' 
URES'3and'fl. I ' . . 

More speci?cally, theinvention contemplates the Talc-J ; 
complishment ofvthe piercing and drawing operations on’ 

leaving a; perforation orpyopening through the eb’ section 
53 fromv which’ the ?n elements were .forme 
'a'nt productis‘ grieve! ?nned heattexchanssifslementhavi 

‘asjto projectfout ‘ofand' at‘an angle/tov panelll leaving a 
perforation in- the‘, web section. , It will also be observed 
that thisnoveliheat exchanger element is a'?nned ’struc& 
ture .whose dimension‘ onpia‘ ?rst .line normal to the .fold 

'1 line, upon which'it is bent,pis greater than the dimension 
' of the resultant- perforation, falonga' second line normal 
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panel 1 by means of'a punch 8 and a die'9.- .As illus- ' trated in FIGURE 2; the] die 9 comprises twoispaced'di'e " 

portions 10 andll~ on whichpanel v1 is placed-with the 50 
spacing'13 ‘de?ned between die surfaces“ and 15 of 51-3) 
these portions disposed below that portion of webj'section 
3 which'is to’ be pierced and drawn. As will be'un'derL 
stood die portions 10, and 11 may coextend, with the length 
of. Web section 3, or die portions 10 and 11 may comprise 
a plurality of pairs with‘ each “pair being, disposed rela-. 
tive to each other to provide a spacing immediately below 
correspondingportions of the web section to bepierced 
and, drawn.’ Although’ not required .each ,die portion 10 , 

60 and 11 is provided with a shoulder 12 which’ abuts against 

55 

' foldilinesvfj" I .V Y, » v i , <.;Although;lthe manufacture ofv aj-single pair lof~?n ele 

vment's in conjunction-with single perforations has been 

to the fold line of the ?n. elements with each of the lines 
taken along extensionswhich intersect each other at the 

desribed, ‘itlwill be readily” apparent that a plurality of 
these pairs of ?n elementgtsmay be provided._ ,Such a mul 
titude-of ?n ,elementsmayabe provided’ by- the use of a 
plurality of. punches ofithe type 8 shown in the drawings,‘ 
or .thefpaneli 1 may be advanced by anyzsuitable means 
to progressively subject successive portions of web sec 
tions ‘3 to theactionof punch 8. ‘t In this regardpalthough 

' the preceding portions of thisjapplicationlwere directed 

the adjacent protrusion tor bulges ‘of'adjacent'passageg :; 
ways'2; ' . s . 

Punch 8, as illustrated in thedrawings, is arranged in 
vertical alignment with space’ 13 between dieportions'l?j 
and 11 infcooperating relationship therewith. Although 
punch 8 may be manipulated manually, this punch is pref-i 
erably adapted ,by conventional means for reciprocal 
movement toward and away fromlcooperating relation 
ship with'die portions 10 and 11.‘ Although various con-i 
?gurations for the .punch may, be employed and will be 
apparent in the .art, the ,speci?cpunch illustrated in the 
drawings comprises :a beveled chisel-shaped foward end; 
or nose portion .16 with avcutting edge 17, a tapered ' 
working portion 18 having the desired slope necessary for 
drawing of the ?ns, and a body portion 19.- The dimen~ 
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to the formation of ?ns having their planes substantially 
parallel with the extensions of tube 3, a similar‘panel is 

' illustrated in FIGURE 6wphich although obtained in ac 
cordancewith the aforesaid embodiment, the structure of 
FIGURE‘ 6_embodies~ a slight deviation in which thelplane 
,Of'?n,v elements Y23 and 24 extends ,-,in a direction normal 
or transverse 'to the extension of tubular or'?uid passages 
2. As indicated above, although‘ithe' ‘structure-FIGURE 
6 isrshown with a‘singlepair of ?n elements23 and 24 a 
plurality of these ?n elements maybe provided'in aligned 
or in any‘ desired‘dispersed relationshipalong web sec 
tion 3, - Accordingly,’ presupposing‘provision ofqsuch a 
‘plurality of aligned pairs‘ of?ncelements~23 and 24, FIG-f 
URE 7 illustrates such a modi?cation of FIGURE>6 taken 
along, the line- TVIII-—-VIII.> ;As can :be appreciated the 

' formationof ?ns in accordance ‘with this invention in 

.75 . 

substance takes: portions of Web section 3 of panel 1 and 
extrudes thesetportionsinto a construction'having a‘plane 
intersecting the plane of panel 1. As regards the forma~ 

The‘ result? , 
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, tion in accordance with the speci?c embodiment described 
above, itcan be seen that where a pair of ?ns are simul 
taneously formed they coextend with each other in spaced 
relationship. It will be apparent from the foregoing de 
scription that the method of this invention permits the 
fabrication of ?ns without need for extraneous or second 
ary elements requiring additional considerations for uni 
fying them to the heat exchanger structure 1. Thus, this 
invention increases the heat exchange services of‘ heat 
exchanger 1 from the primary surface of the panel in 
which the thickness of the resultant ?n structures is sub 
stantially less than the web section from which they were 
formed, as for example the web section 3' between ad 
jacent'?n structures 23 and 24 as illustrated in FIG 
URE 8. 

It is alsolnoted that the speci?c embodiment has been 
_ described above in conjunction with the most basic ele 
ments required in the performance of this invention, and 
this embodiment can be advantageously improved by 
various modi?cations and re?nements, as for example 
those illustrated in FIGURE 1A. As shown therein the 

' die‘ portions Jail and 11 are provided with supporting sur 
faces 12a which serve as a backup for the web sections 
‘3 of the panel. Also, in order to restrain distortion of 
theypanel, during the formation of the ?n structure, the 
web sections 3 of the panel are clamped against die por 
tions 10 and 11 by means of corresponding rigid pres~ 
sure pads 10’ and 11’ suitably recessed at 50 to receive 
and accommodate the tubular passages 2. The instant 
embodiment also illustrates a modi?cation in the con 
?guration of punch 8 in which the beveled nose portion 
{164 extends directly to the body portion 19 which per 
forms the desired drawing required in the formation of 

' fthe ?n structure. 
‘‘ .Although a speci?c method for the manufacture of a 
simultaneous pair of ?n elements has been described 
above, it is pointed out that, as indicated above, these 
pairs of ?nned structures may also be formed by a pre 
liminary piercing or slitting of the web section 3 of panel 

. 1 as indicated by cut 4 or cuts 5, 6, and 7 provided in the 
web section of panel 1, illustrated in FIGURE 1. This 
embodiment varies from the preceding embodiment de 
scribed by the use of a punch 8' having a rounded for 
ward or nose portion 25 which is disposed so as to be 
directed against slit 7 of web section 3 when panel 1 is 
placed upon die portions 10 and 11. As with the pre 
ceeding embodiment movement of punch 8’ toward and 
between the die surfaces 14 and 15 bends the metal en 
compassed by lines 5, 6, and 7, along fold lines‘, into pro 
jecting tab-like portions which are subsequently extruded 
by the tapered working portion 18 of punch 8'. . 
A still further embodiment of this invention is illus 

trated in FIGURE 10 when the modi?cation provides 
for the obtainment of a single tab-like, and the ?nally ex 
truded ?n element from portions of the web section 3 
of ‘panel 1. In this embodiment, punch 8" is provided 
with a substantially planar surface 26 which is adapted 
upon passage through panel 1 to move in very close prox 
imity with die surface 14 of die portion 10. This punch 

‘ 8” also distinguishes by its termination in a cutting edge 
27 de?ned by the bevel 28 extending from the tapered 
working portion 29. In this embodiment downward move 
ment of punch 8" cooperates with die portion 10 to sever 
or shear the portion of the web section 3 abutted by the 
cutting edge 27, with the portion of the web section in 
termediate a tube or passage 2 and the line of severance 

‘ struck outwardly by the bevel 28 whereafter is drawn by 
the tapered working portion 29 to bend and elongate the 
tab-portions in the direction of their projection out of 
panel 1 to form the desired ?nned structure. 
FIGURE 11 illustrates a still further modi?cation of 

this invention in which adjacent ?ns are caused to project 
in opposite directions from the face of the panel. In this 
embodiment the panel 1 is clamped between a pair of 
cooperating die assemblies 9 and 9' having aligned-open 
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t5 
ings 13 and 13' adapted to receive the opposing acting 
punches 8"’ and 8"’. These punches 8"’ are similar to 
the punch 8" illustrated in FIGURE 10 but adapted upon 
cooperation with each other to have their planar surfaces 
26 pass in close proximity to each other permitting these 
punches to function in a nature of shears in order to pro 
vide the initial line of severance in that portion of web 
section 3 from which the ?n elements are to be con 
structed. As will be apparent, movement of the punches 
3”’ toward. each other through the respective openings 
13 between the de?ning die portion projects and draws 
the resultant tab-like portion into the desired ?n struc 
tures projecting from opposite sides of heat exchanger . 
panel 1. The resultant formed ?nned heat exchanger is 
illustrated in FIGURE 12, where, as can be seen, portions 
of the web section 3 are adjacent the line of severance 
provided by the cooperating punches 8"’ of FIGURE 1 
are worked into adjacent ?n structures which project from 
alternate sides of heat exchanger panel 1 and have a 
greatly reduced thickness relative to the original thickness 
of web section 3, as for example illustrated by the por 
tion 3’ of the web section between portions thereof utilized 
in the formation of the desired ?n elements 30 and 31. 
In such an embodiment the heat exchanger panel 1 is 
provided with a plurality of ?n elements which succes 
sively project from alternate sides of the heat exchanger. 
Although the preceding embodiments described the 

attainment and provision of substantially solid ?n ele 
ments on the heat exchanger, it is pointed out that the 
invention contemplates fabrication of ?n structures from 
web sections of a heat exchanger containing an internal 
stratum of separation 32 disposed in spaced relationship 
to a system of ?uid conduits. The attainment of such 
preliminary heat exchangers is known to the-art and is 
illustrated in US. Letters Patent No. 2,991,047 granted 
to C. Bailys on July 4, 1961. The provision of such a 
stratum of separation 32 is readily amenable to the method 
described in the aforesaid Letters Patent No. 2,690,002, 
and can be obtained by the inclusion of a separate sec? 
ondary pattern of separation material disposed between 
the superimposed sheets in spaced relationship to the pri 
mary pattern which de?nes the desired ?uid conduit sys 
tem. This secondary pattern is arranged in portions be- ' 
tween the superimposed sheets which, after pressure weld~ 
ing, form the web section bounding the desired ?uid con 
duit system and which portions of the web section are 
utilized in forming the ?n elements in accordance with 
this invention. The formation of ?n elements from heat 
exchanger panel 1', illustrated in FIGURE 13, may be 
obtained in accordance with any of the preceding embodi 
ments of this invention discussed above. For example, 
where panel 1’ is provided with ?n elements in accord 
ance with the ?rst described embodiment of this inven 
tion, the resultant drawn ?n elements 33 and 34 are char 
acterized by a plurality of plies 35 and 36 formed by the 
subdivision of the preliminary ?n elements along a line 
of separation 37. In this embodiment, the provision of 
a plurality of plies in the preliminary ?n elements, drawn 
and formed from the web section, permits the further 
subdivision of the preliminary ?n elements 33 and 34 into 
a plurality of sub ?n structures 38 and 39, obtained from 
preliminary ?n 33, and sub ?n structures 40'and 41, ob 
tained from preliminary ?n structure 34. As will be ap 
parent this embodiment permits a substantially greater in 
crease in the heat exchange surface area of the heat ex 
changer. ' 

It is to be understood that while two sub ?ns are shown 
in this embodiment, each preliminary ?n portion can re 
main whole or be subdivided into any number of indi 
vidual ?ns desired merely by the inclusion of a plurality 
of superposed layers of weld inhibiting material between 
a plurality of superimposed sheets of metal in the fabri 
cation of a heat exchanger in accordance with the prior 
art methods discussed above, as for example, by the 
method of the aforesaid U.S. Letters Patent No. 2,690,002. 



i I ‘r 2; A'meth’od of making a 

' Accordingly; by any desired ‘variation the numberrof" 
layers‘of- stop-weld- material’ interposedv between a iplu- ' 

a ' 34765806 '_ 

rality ofisupe‘rirnp'osed sheets; thepreliminary‘?n?elernents ; v 'canibes‘ubdivided into ‘corresponding"numbers?pThus, 7' 
such variation may provide three-orany greater number 
of sub'?ns'iwhichlthe speci?c‘ ‘application 'of the heat ' 
exchanger calls for. IIn‘addition, it is also to befunder-v ‘ 
stoodv that the heat exchanger panel may be of any varied s 
modi?cation either in‘ the initial thickness 'Of'IhC1WGb sec-> 
tion 3,'as-for example in accordance with-the method 
disclosed'in the application'of T. Fg’Pauls, Serial No; r 
663,062; ?led James, 1957, now U.s.- Patent N9. 2,9993 08', . 

- granted vSeptember 12; 1961,’ or vof any tubular con?gura-i j 
tionsuch as is; disclosed in the‘ aforesaidvrUfsr Letters fin 

" 11'5 

In addition,-- although 1a’ simple internally {laminated 

“ject'out of'iandi‘awaiy from o 

" 7, The method of ‘ 
witha lamination in said web section’de?ned byiseparable 

‘portions ofsaid webysectionwithsaid lamination’ being v 

a‘ a a’ < - , 

ne opposite face of saidsheet,‘ 
and? the other. of said two tab-likejiportions is struck to 

[project out dream away: from the oth'er?ofw saidfacesof 
psaid‘sh'eets :.' ‘ a , H , , ' 

claim 3 includingpformingvsaid sheet 

spaced from ‘said pattern; of" stops-weld" material; and 
' wherein saidpiercing-is directed through said lamination.‘- V 

J ‘8‘: The, method :of claim "7 7 including Pseparatingthe 
separable v,p'ortions‘opposite the ,said "lamination in said 
tab-like portion.‘ ‘ " ' ' 

' ~ ' , 9. .A method :nrimakingfé ?nnedehollowl. sheet metal 
_ structure formedby pressures-welding"superimposed metal 
sheets having interposed therebetween a pattern of ,stop 

. weld material extending in a desiredsystem of fluid pas 
panel has beenjdescribedi, it is'to be understood that the‘ " 
invention‘isequallyilapplicable 1to sheets’having other pat 
terns'of internal‘laminations eitheriin a single stratumor 
a plurality oistratutns, or in other con?gurations, as for» 

p example?hepanel disclosed in the patent to Adams; U.S.; _ , 

2,776,514,‘ granted on October 16,"!95651 ' ~ 
~‘Accordin ly; although the nvention'h 
with "reference to vspeci?c ‘embodiments; materials,‘ and 
details, various" modi?cations and changes, within the 

20. 

s been described .‘ - 

25 
scope=of this invention, will be‘_,apparent to one "skilled ' _ 

r [to provide at least two‘pairs of saidztab-likeiportions in 
a spaced portions'ofv said websection'with all ofithe tab-like 

' in<the> art, and are‘contemp’lated‘to be embraced within‘ 
the invention. ‘ n i i , i 

1 What i's'claimed'is: :1 
' ' a IL A" method of making a ?nned‘sheetdike hollow an; 30 
ticle comprising forming a composite metal sheet'adap't'ed ‘ 
to internally contain'in preselected areas thereof a ‘system-5 ~ 
of’ ?uid passages bounded by a web section?ofjsaidsheetf 
piercing said sheet in the said web section ‘thereofia'long' ] 
intersectingilines ‘to form a tab-like-portion;bending said ' 
tab-like portion out of and to an angle with said sheet; _, 
and drawingsaid'tab-like portionlssu?‘iciently tothin and 
elongate said tab-like portion in the direction of its pro-‘ \ 
jection from said sheet. 

?nned sheet-like hollow ar 
ticle‘ comprisinglforming'a composite metal sheet adapted 

40 
to contain-in preselected areas thereof a system'of ?uid - 

, passages bounded by a web section ofsaid sheet with said 
passages being adapted to contain a ?uid under pressure; 
piercingi‘saidsheet in the said web‘ section thereof along 
intersecting'lines-fto form a pair of adjacent tab-like por-' 
tionseach having‘ an edge formed from a common 'line' 
of piercing; bending‘said tab-like portions out of and ‘to 

’ gation'from saidisheeti ~ 

sagés'a‘nd adapted‘to contain a?uid under pressure com- > 
- ‘prising providing .?n' structuresiprojectin'g out of’ and at 

i an angle with saidisheet' byf-piercingrthe web. section of 
said sheet-along intersecting lines tostrike' and sever a 
pair’ : of adjacent i tabqlikey portions " therefrom with _-'each 
said'pair'having‘ a common; line of 'said- severance'and 
drawing said -tab;like portions su?iciently tolthin vand elon 
gate said tab-like‘ portions in the direction ,of' their PI'Or 
jection' from said sheet; ' 
_, , .10. 'The methodpf claim 9pineluding‘ piercing said‘sheet 

portions .of all said pairs'struck- to project-tout of and, 
‘ away from the same face. of said'sheet.‘ ; T; ' 

_11;1;The'method of-claim 9'includingpiercing said sheet 
‘ : injatleast't‘wo spaced portionsiof said web section to strike 

' {at "least two. of :said‘ pairsjof: ‘tab-like‘, portions and 
drawing each'of'said tab-like portions to thin andvelon~ 
gate said€tab~like portions in the direction'of their elon 

12;.The methodiof claim‘ -1includingjpiercing said 
' “sheet-so that all of said tabs-like portionsare struck and 
drawn to project out of and‘from the same face of ‘said 
sheet, sopa‘s to be disposed?on the sameside of saidj‘sheet. 

> 13. The ‘method of claim 11 including forming said. 
'sheet‘withia lamination in ‘said web section-de?nedby 

. 1 separable portions'of'said web jsection withisaid lamina 
_ tion’being spaced-from said~ pattern,-and wherein said 
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an angle with said sheet; iandrdrawing saidtab-like p013 
‘tions su?iciently'tothin and elongate said tab-like por 

' tions in the direction of their projection from said sheet. 
3. A method of making a ?nned hollow sheet metal 

vstructurefr'orn a composite metal sheetv formed by pres 
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' '‘ rality of- said'pairs of'tabV-likejportions from said sheetin 

sure~we1ding superimposed metal sheets having interposed * 
itherebetween a pattern of stop-weldmaterial extending 
in a desired system of ?uid passages and adapted to con 
tain a ?uid under pressure comprising providing a ?n 
structure projecting out of and. at an vangle with said sheet 
by’ piercing therwebisection ofsaid sheet along'inter- W ' 

‘6O secting lines to ‘strike and sever'a tab-like portiongthere 
from and drawing said tab~like portion su?iciently to thin 
and elongate said ‘tab-like portion in the direction of its 
projection fromsaid sheet. '. ' 
a 4. The method of claim 3 including piercing “said sheet’ 
in-at least two spaced (portions of said 'web section ‘to strike’ 

piercinglis directed through; saidlamination to vencompass 
a'portion" of-saidlamination in said'tab-like portions; 

'14; The method of >c1aim~13 including separating the 
separable portions in saidtah-‘like portionsiopposite said 
lamination.v -' ' ' ' f‘ - ' ' ‘ > a ' 

’15.;'The'1nethodof claim illiin‘cluding striking a plué 

spacedv portions thereof‘to dispose in parallel relationship 
the said common line of ‘piercing'of ,allssaidpairs of tab 
like‘portionsp - _ ~ ,. I ' ~ 

16, The‘ methodrlof >claim?.-;15 including an aligning 
' a ?rst portion of-said ‘plurality of said pairs of tab-like 
portions in a ?rst direction.‘ :‘i a i 

> a 17; ;A method of making a ?nned hollow sheet metal 
structure from a composite‘d metalsheet formed ‘by pres 
sure i welding superimposed metal sheets having inter 

>_ posed between adjacent surfaces thereof a pattern of stop 
-weld material extending in ‘a desired system of ?uid pas 

' jsages and adapted, to contain a ?uid underpressure'corn 
prising mterposing'between said; sheets a second pattern 

at least two of said tab-like portions, and drawing each" ' 
:said tab-like portions 'su?iciently to thin and elongate said 
tab-like portions in the direction of their projection from 
said sheet; > ;' 

5. The method of'claim 4 including piercing saidshee't 
so that all of said tab-like portions are struck and drawn ' 
to project out of and awayfrom the same face of said 
sheet so .as to be disposed on the same side of said sheet. 

6. The method of claim 4 including piercing said sheet 
so that one’ of said two tab-like portions is struck to pro-iv 
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-of_ stop;weldImateriaLdistinctand separate from the ?rst’ 
said pattern withsaidsecond pattern disposedrin the de-t 
sired web- sections o'f'said sheets spaced from and ad 

l'jacent the ‘?rst said pattern comprising ‘providing a ?n 
structure ‘projecting out Iof‘and at an angle with said 
sheet _by piercing said sheet in said web: section along in 
tersecting lines and'through said second pattern to strike 
tab-like portion encompassing’ a portion of said second 
pattern; drawing said tab-like‘ portion su?icientlyri‘to thin 
and elongate said tab-like'portion in‘ the direction'of its 
projection. from said sheet; and separating apart‘the nor-7' 



3,178,806 

tion of said web section in said thinned and elongated tab 
like portions opposite said pattern. 

. 2,034,523 

2,157,354 
2,462,136 
2,466,684 

3 2,632,633 

2,644,225 
2,686,957 
‘2,759,247 
2,856,162 
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